Master suns of
knowledge
 The more powerful you instrument souls are, the more
powerful the atmosphere that will be made. Otherwise, the
atmosphere will become weak, and there will be many
problems. When the atmosphere is powerful, you yourself
will become a destroyer of obstacles, and you will also
become an instrument for others to become destroyers of
obstacles. Just as the sun is very bright, and thereby dispels
all darkness, and gives light to others, and also burns
rubbish, in the same way, instrument souls should pay
attention to remaining stable as embodiments of power
and destroyers of obstacles. But not just for themselves.
You should also have accumulated enough stock to enable
others to become destroyers of obstacles. Therefore the
majority of this group are those who are master suns of
knowledge. Now constantly remain aware of being a master

sun of knowledge. You are an embodiment of light and are
also able to dispel the darkness of others. Achcha.

 The main serviceable instruments - the beloved jewels who are to claim the throne to the fortune of the kingdom,
will continue to give light in all four directions like a
revolving lighthouse. There has to be the practical form of
a lighthouse. One light will give light to many others. Even
if, in name, you are sitting in one place, it is not possible for
someone who is a master of the unlimited world to be
responsible for a limited area. A lighthouse, which is
positioned in one fixed place, doesn’t serve just one place,
but spreads its light in all four directions. In the same way,
you may be in just one place, but benefit from your
specialities and powers has to be spread all around. Until
now, your specialities have only been benefitting one place.
Does the sun give light to just one area? So, your special
rays of powers should also be spread in all four directions.
How else would you be proved to be master almighty
authorities, and stars of knowledge? To be a master sun of
knowledge means to be like the Father, whilst being stars:
it also means to have a stage similar to the Father’s. Only
the eight jewels will attain this stage. If a star spreads its

light in just one area, or sparkles and gives light to just its
own area, that star would not be called a master sun or a
sun of knowledge similar to the Father. Unless you reach
the stage equal to the Father’s, you cannot claim the throne
that belongs to the father. Therefore, make your stage such
that service increases.

 The first decoration Baba saw were the jewels sparkling in
the centre of the crown on the head . Everyone’s form was
that of a sparkling jewel. Baba saw that each of the three
types of jewels had its own speciality. The speciality of the
first number jewels - that is, of the jewels of the crown on
the head - was that all of them were sparkling like a master
sun of knowledge, equal to the Father. Just as the rays of
the sun make the world full of light, and dispel darkness
from every corner, so too, the jewels who are master
embodiments of the sun of knowledge are those who are
spreading rays of their own powers in all directions. The
rays of all the powers of each one, were reaching the entire
world. They weren’t within limits - they weren’t reaching
just one, not just reaching a few souls - but reaching the
entire world. Together with this, they were master oceans
of all virtues, the same as the Father. The sign of this was

merged in all the different colours of the jewels: each one
had the sparkle of all colours. So, the master oceans of all
virtues, while radiating the beauty of their variety of
colours, were the elevated beauty of the crown. These
jewels, sparkling in the centre of the crown, were visible as
BapDada’s special decoration.

 Especially spread the current (sakaash) of your powers
everywhere. Your matter, the power of the sun and the rays
of the sun are carrying out their work in so many ways –
they bring rain and also dry up the water. It demonstrates
this by changing day into night and night into day. So, can
you not spread the current of your powers into the
atmosphere? With the current of your powers, can you not
liberate souls from their sorrow and peacelessness? Make
your form of a sun of knowledge emerge. Spread the rays;
spread that current. At the beginning of establishment
many souls experienced, while sitting at home, receiving a
current of happiness and peace from BapDada. They
received the thought: Go there! In the same way, now,
through you children, you master suns of knowledge, there
should be the experience of waves of happiness and peace
being spread. However, the method for that is

concentration of the mind, concentration in remembrance.
Only then will it happen. Increase the power of
concentration in yourself. You should be able to
concentrate your mind whenever you want, however you
want, for however long you want. Now, make your form of
a master sun of knowledge emerge, and spread the rays of
the powers and the current.

 You use a picture of Sri Krishna depicting him as the master
of the world, with the entire globe in his hand. In the same
way, the souls of the entire world should appear in your
forehead as though they are very near, because at this time
you are the world benefactors. On the basis of your most
elevated feelings and good wishes, you can send rays of
peace and power to souls whilst sitting here, even though
they may reside in America or some other distant land.
Those who are master suns of knowledge are able to spread
light in this way.

 Now become the master suns of knowledge, and spread the
rays of peace. Do you have this intoxication? That, along

with the Sun of Knowledge Father, you are also master suns,
spreading rays of peace. Are you able to introduce others to
their religion of the soul in a second, and stabilise them in
the state of peace. making them the embodiments of
peace?

 The physical sun is able to dispel darkness and bring light
with its sakaash, and is able to transform many things with
the power of its rays. In the same way, you master suns of
knowledge, with the rays of peace and happiness that you
have received, must liberate others from their sorrow and
peacelessness with your sakaash. By serving through your
mind and with a powerful attitude, transform the
atmosphere. So, now serve with your mind

 BapDada has seen that all of you have very good love for
BapDada and service. There is the atmosphere of service
everywhere according to one plan or another. Together
with that, according to the present time, give sakaash (the
current of power) with your powers to the souls of the
world - who are becoming anxious and unhappy - in order

to liberate them from their anxiety and sorrow. The physical
sun is able to dispel darkness and bring light, with its
sakaash, and it is able to transform many things with the
power of its rays. In the same way, you master suns of
knowledge, with therays of peace and happiness that you
have received, must liberate others from their sorrow and
anxiety with your sakaash. By serving through your mind,
and with a powerful attitude, transform the atmosphere.

 Shiv Ratri means the night: to finish the darkness and to
bring the light. It means the rise of the master suns of
knowledge. This is Shiv Ratri. You are those in the world
who become the master suns of knowledge. You finish the
darkness and bring about light. So, those who bring light
into the world would not themselves be in darkness, would
they? You are not like the deepaks (lanterns) : there is
darkness below them, and light above. But you are master
suns of knowledge. You yourselves are the form of light and
might, and you give light and might to others. Where there
is constant light, there is no question of darkness: there
cannot be any darkness.

